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I. Theme of the Conference 

Model United Nations San Antonio (MUNSA) is a conference dedicated to fostering 

authentic and passionate debate amongst delegates in order to generate solutions to current 

global issues. The theme of MUNSA XXIV: Envision encaptures our mission to urge delegates to 

foresee a future in which these problems have been dissolved. With collaboration in mind, 

delegates from every committee are encouraged to visualize innovative resolutions and a 

prosperous world to come. Together, we will propel ourselves into an age in which brilliant ideas 

converge to transform our world and address its most paramount issues. 

 

II. Rationale  

Terrorism encourages violence and causes the eruption of mass hysteria amongst the 

global community. Every region of the world has experienced some sort of terrorist activity; 

however, the Middle East, Europe, and North America have suffered the most in regards to 

terrorism. Terrorists tend to have racial, political, or religious motives. Delegates in this 

committee will collaborate in order to pursue a future in which terrorism has been eradicated. 

Counter-terrorism efforts, such as expanding police forces and improving reporting methods, 

should be applied. 

 

III. Background of the Topic  

Terrorism is defined as “the unlawful use of violence and intimidation, especially against 

civilians, in the pursuit of political aims.” The idea of terrorism has existed for thousands of 

years; however, it has become more violent over time. Bombings, shootings, and chemical 

attacks are just a few of the ways that terrorists have practiced this idea. On September 11th, 

2001, North America was subject to one of the worst terrorist attacks ever recorded in history. 

Two planes were hijacked and flown into the Twin Towers located in New York City, killing 



 

2,753 civilians.1 As a result, the United Nations Security Council Counter-Terrorism Committee 

was developed and remains dedicated today to resolving terrorism. Furthermore, in 2016, a cargo 

truck was driven into a large crowd in France, killing 86 people.2  

In the past, terrorism has been used to suppress the opinions of a group of people; 

however, terrorism has been utilized more recently to incite violence. For instance, on February 

14, 2018, seventeen people were killed in the Mary Stoneman Douglas shooting.3 This shooting 

instilled fear in the hearts of people widely spread across the US. Students were afraid to attend 

school, and citizens were afraid to step foot in public. Globally, people became more aware of 

the issue of mass shootings.  

 

IV. Contemporary Evidence of the Topic  

Various regions continue to suffer from terrorism due to a lack of sufficient resources 

needed to combat and report terrorist activities. The UN created the United Nations Security 

Council Counter-Terrorism Committee, which includes every member of the Security Council, 

to prevent terrorist attacks.4 Established in the wake of the September 11th attacks, this council 

works around the world to resolve pressing conflicts. Recently, the committee hosted a national 

workshop on modifying approaches to the screening and profiling of Boko Haram-associated 

persons in Chad.4 It is imperative that this committee discovers an effective solution to terrorism, 

as lives will continue to be lost if more preventative methods are not established. 
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VI. Note to the Delegates 

Greetings Delegates,  

Thank you for attending the MUNSA XXIV conference and for joining us in the Security 

Council. We are looking forward to moderating all of you in January! If you have any questions 

please don’t be afraid to contact us.  

Best Regards, 

Marcel Flores  mflores4883@stu.neisd.net  

Vaden Krauss vkauss2609@stu.neisd.net  
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